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ALL DOG ADOPTIONS ARE ½ OFF AT THE RHODE ISLAND
SPCA UNTIL NOVEMBER 25TH IN AN EFFORT TO GET THEM
HOME FOR THE HOLIDAYS
[Riverside, Rhode Island, November 20, 2020] — The Rhode Island SPCA
announces today that all dog adoptions will be ½ off starting Saturday, November 21
through Wednesday, November 25 in an effort to find every dog a loving home for the
holiday season.
“Each one of our dogs has a personality of its own, which shines bright day in and out.”
Said Rianna Ramirez, Rhode Island SPCA Kennel Manager and Dog Trainer. “In a
time when so many things seem to be focused on the negative, these furry kids have so
many laughs to offer, and so many kisses waiting to be given. Nothing is better than
bonding with a new family member and giving a dog a home during these somber
times.”
There are currently ten dogs available for adoption including Spot, a playful 2 year old
Pitbull mix male who has been at the shelter since June and S’mores, a 10 month old
active Hound mix male who loves long walks.
All dog adoptions include spay or neuter, vaccinations, a free wellness Veterinarian visit
and a complimentary Up Country collar and leash. The usual $225 adoption fee will be
reduced to $112.50 through November 25th. The shelter is currently closed to visitors
due to COVID-19 and adoptions are being conducted by appointment only.
For more information, go to www.rispca.com or contact the Rhode Island SPCA daily at
at 401-438-8150.
###
About Rhode Island SPCA
About the Rhode Island SPCA: Founded in 1870, the Rhode Island SPCA is not only the oldest humane
organization in the state of Rhode Island but the third oldest in the United States. As a private, non-profit
501(c)(3) organization, it does not receive any local or federal funding and relies on donations from
individuals and foundations.

